INTRODUCTION
Peripheral artery disease (PAD) of the lower extremities is associated with increased mortality in the general population. 1 The ankle-brachial index (ABI) is helpful in screening for PAD of the lower extremities. 2 An ABI ≤0.9 is thought to indicate PAD. 3 4 However, a U-shaped curve rather than a linear association was observed between mortality and the ABI value. 5 6 An ABI value >1.3, which suggests a non-compressible vessel, has been reported to be associated with higher mortality rates compared with values of 0.9<ABI≤1.3. 7 8 Furthermore, within a normal ABI range, an ABI value between 0.9 and 1.1 was reported to be associated with higher mortality than an ABI≥1.1. 1 In the Strong Heart Study, the nadir of mortality risk was observed in participants with 1.1≤ABI< 1.4. 5 However, a large cohort study found that there was no significant difference in mortality among participants with 0.9<ABI< 1.0, 1.0≤ABI< 1.1 and ABI ≥1.1. 9 Therefore, using only the ABI value to predict mortality Strengths and limitations of this study ▪ Assessment of percentage of mean arterial pressure (%MAP) on ankle arterial wave recording and total mortality. ▪ Mortality data obtained from a National Health
Insurance registry with a nationwide coverage rate of over 99% in Taiwan. ▪ A small sample size with a median follow-up period of 20.3 months. ▪ A cut-off %MAP value of 45% showing a high specificity, but low sensitivity, for predicting mortality.
may not be reliable for participants with an ABI value within the normal range. Brachial-ankle pulse wave velocity (baPWV) is a wellknown measure for arterial stiffness. 10 High baPWV is associated with all-cause and cardiovascular mortality in participants with normal ABI. 11 Arterial stiffness is a process of ageing and, in a Chinese study, it was reported that the association between baPWV and mortality became non-significant after adjusting for age. 12 Pulse volume recording is another accurate modality for detecting arterial occlusion in the lower extremities. [13] [14] [15] However, the relationship between the pattern of the pulse volume waveform and mortality has not been well assessed. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to determine whether the percentage of mean arterial pressure (%MAP) and upstroke time (UT), which are indexes of pulse volume recording measured at ankle, predict mortality in participants with normal ABI.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Participants
This retrospective cohort study was conducted at the Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism in Taichung Veterans General Hospital. We reviewed the medical records of adults who had undergone ABI assessment because they were suspected of having a high risk of PAD on the basis of their clinical manifestations, which included intermittent claudication, pulseless, pallor, paralysis or paraesthesia in the lower extremities. Participants with complete information on both ABI and pulse volume recording were enrolled from June 2007 to November 2011. Systolic blood pressure in the brachial arteries was measured bilaterally, and the higher of the two values was used for the ABI measurements. However, in participants undergoing haemodialysis, only one brachial artery was assessed because of the arteriovenous fistula on the other side. To avoid variability in ABI measurements, participants with end-stage renal disease were excluded. We used the last recorded measurement with complete data in the case of patients who underwent multiple assessments. Demographic characteristics and laboratory data were also collected. In addition to the clinical signs of lower limb ischaemia, the enrolled participants had the following risk factors for PAD, according to the 2005 American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association guidelines 16 : age >70 years, 156 patients; diabetes with age between 50 and 70 years, 124 patients; and neither of these two criteria, 34 patients. Mortality data were collected up to December 2011 and served as the follow-up outcome. Mortality data were obtained from the Collaboration Center of Health Information Application (CCHIA), Ministry of Health and Welfare, Executive Yuan, Taiwan.
Methods ABI measurement and pulse volume recording were simultaneously performed using a validated automatic device (VP1000; Colin Co Ltd, Komaki, Japan). Each participant was examined in the supine position after having rested for at least 5 min, with electrocardiographic electrodes on both wrists, and cuffs on both arms and the both ankles. 3 The cuffs were connected to a plethysmographic sensor, which detected volume changes, and an oscillometric pressure sensor, which measured blood pressure. The baPWV value was calculated using the following formula: path distance of brachial-ankle/pulse transmission time of brachial-ankle. In addition, %MAP and UT were assessed based on the ankle pulse volume waveforms. UT is the time from the beginning of the wave to the peak amplitude of the wave. %MAP indicates the height, which represents the area of the arterial wave divided by the peak amplitude. 17 the intraobserver variability shown by 95% CIs was -0.01±0.08 for the bias of ABI, 1.3±143.2 for baPWV, 0.5±3.1 for %MAP and 3.3±25.7 for UT; and the interobserver variability, shown by 95% CIs, was -0.01±0.05 for ABI, 21±100 for baPWV, 0.6±3.2 for %MAP and 1.9 to 14.0 for UT. The lower value of the ABI between the lower limbs, and the higher values of baPWV, %MAP and UT between the lower limbs were recorded for the analyses.
Statistical analyses
The χ 2 test was used to examine differences in categorical variables across study groups. All continuous data were presented as the mean±SD. The estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) was calculated using the following formula: eGFR (mL/min/ 18 After excluding participants with end-stage renal disease, we found that very few patients had ABI values >1.3, and therefore, these patients were not included in the analyses in the present study. Analysis of variance was used to detect differences in continuous variables across three groups. Independent-sample t tests were used to detect differences between two groups. The relationship of baPWV with %MAP and UT was determined using Pearson correlation.
The Kaplan-Meier product limit method was used to estimate the unadjusted survival curves for the three ABI groups. The log-rank test was applied to compare survival distributions among patients with different ABI values. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was applied to determine the optimal cut-off point of % MAP to predict mortality. Cox proportional hazards analysis was applied to assess all-cause mortality in the high and low %MAP groups in the participants with ABI >0.9. HRs and 95% CIs were reported. In the Cox analysis model, UT was categorised based on the median value; baPWV was categorised using a cut-off of 1600 cm/s 19 ; hypercholesterolaemia was defined as low-density lipoprotein cholesterol ≥2.59 mmol/L (100 mg/dL); hypertension was defined as the use of antihypertensive medications or blood pressure ≥140/90 mm Hg; and diabetes mellitus was defined based on the American Diabetes Association criteria. 20 A value of p<0.05 was considered statistically significant. All analyses were performed using SPSS V.22.0 software (International Business Machines Co, New York, USA).
RESULTS
A total of 314 participants were included in the analyses. The participants were divided into three groups based on their baseline ABI values, which included 76 participants in the ABI ≤0.9 group, 139 in the 0.9<ABI≤1.1 group and 99 in the 1.1<ABI≤1.3 group (figure 1). There were no significant differences in age and gender among the three ABI groups ( p>0.05 for both parameters). Systolic blood pressure was significantly higher in the participants in the ABI ≤0.9 group ( p=0.034). Both %MAP and UT were higher in the ABI ≤0.9 group, and the difference reached statistical significance compared with the 0.9<ABI≤1.1 group and the 1.1<ABI≤1.3 group in post hoc analyses ( p<0.001 for both parameters). Neither %MAP nor UT was significantly different between the 0.9<ABI≤1.1 and the 1.1<ABI≤1.3 groups ( p=0.428 for %MAP, p=0.189 for UT) in post hoc analyses (table 1) . Figure 2 shows the association of baPWV with %MAP and UT. The baPWV value was significantly and positively correlated with %MAP in the 1.1<ABI≤1.3 group (r=0.331, p<0.001; figure 2A ) and the 0.9<ABI≤1.1 group (r=0.343, p<0.001; figure 2B ), but was not significantly correlated with %MAP in the ABI ≤0.9 group Figure 1 Flow diagram of the enrolment of the study participants. ABI, ankle-brachial index. (r=0.172, p=0.137; figure 2C ). The baPWV value was not significantly correlated with UT in any group.
During the follow-up (median 20.3 months; IQR 9.4-27.4 months), 31 deaths occurred. The ABI ≤0.9 group showed the lowest cumulative probabilities of survival ( p<0.001 in the log-rank test; figure 3), and the difference was significant compared with the 0.9<ABI≤1.1 group ( p=0.002) and the 1.1<ABI≤1.3 group ( p=0.001). However, there was no significant difference in cumulative probabilities of survival between the 0.9<ABI≤1.1 and 1.1<ABI≤1.3 groups ( p=0.553) in post hoc analyses.
Since the baseline ABI value could not predict mortality in these participants with ABI >0.9, the other variables associated with mortality in these participants should be assessed. There were 238 participants with ABI >0.9 in this study and 15 deaths occurred in this group. The baPWV was significantly higher in the non-survivors than in the survivors (2171±460 vs 1909±427 cm/s, p=0.023). Significantly higher %MAP (42.2±4.9% vs 40.0±4.1%, p=0.044) was also detected at baseline among the participants who died compared with that of the survivors during the follow-up period. However, there was no significant difference in ABI or UT between the participants who died and survived during the follow-up period (table 2) . Using ROC curve analysis, a cut-off value of 45% in %MAP provided better prediction for mortality, with a sensitivity of 33% and a specificity of 91% ( figure 4) .
Therefore, we divided the participants with ABI >0.9 into two groups: the %MAP >45% group and the %MAP ≤45% group. In the Cox proportional hazards regression models, participants in the %MAP >45% group showed higher risks of all-cause mortality than those in the %MAP ≤45% group (HR=5.389; 95% CI 1.708 to 17.01; p=0.004), after adjusting for age, gender, coronary artery disease (CAD), diabetes, hypertension, hypercholesterolaemia, baseline ABI, baPWV and UT (table 3) .
DISCUSSION
The main finding of the present study was that a higher %MAP in pulse volume recording was associated with a higher mortality risk in participants with an ABI value in the normal range. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to apply ankle %MAP to predict mortality.
Pulse volume recording is a waveform composed of an upstroke with a sharp peak, and a downstroke containing a dicrotic notch. In participants without PAD, pulse volume recording looks similar to a normal arterial wave. 2 However, in participants with arterial occlusion, the waveform is flattened and has a delayed upstroke. A high %MAP as a result of a flattened arterial wave implies the pattern of arterial occlusion. [21] [22] [23] Since peripheral arterial occlusion is associated with increased mortality in the general population, 1 a high ankle % MAP may play a role in predicting mortality.
According to the 2011 American College of Cardiology Foundation and American Heart Association Task Force guidelines for the management of patients with PAD, PAD has been defined as an ABI ≤0.9.
2 This threshold value has been reported to have high levels of sensitivity and specificity compared with angiography, which is the current 'gold standard' for detecting PAD. 24 However, PAD may exist in participants with normal ABI. In a study by Nakashima et al, 15 63% of participants with ABI >0.9 had significant degrees of stenosis as detected by intravenous or intra-arterial subtraction angiography. A previous study also revealed that 0.9<ABI<1.0 in patients with diabetes was associated with a significantly higher risk of mortality compared with 1.0≤ABI<1.4.
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Current guidelines recommend that 0.9<ABI<1.0 should represent borderline ABI because of the higher risk of mortality in this group of patients. 4 This increase in mortality could be partially explained by the fact that ABI is less sensitive in calcified vessels. The ABI value can be falsely elevated in the vessels with a non-compressible nature. 4 Patients with diabetes, renal insufficiency and advanced age are at high risk of such calcified noncompressible vessels.
14 ABI measurement might yield a false-negative result for PAD in these patients with noncompressible vessels. 26 It should, however, be noted that an elevated ABI is also associated with a high risk of arterial occlusion. 27 High mortality rates have been observed in participants with high ABI values. 7 In the present study, however, there were too few participants with ABI >1.3 to be included for the analyses in the present study.
Pulse volume recordings are a feasible alternative tool for diagnosing PAD with calcified vessels. 4 By injecting a standard volume of air into pneumatic cuffs to obtain a certain pressure to occlude the venous circulation, we can ensure that the volume changes detected by the transducer are solely attributable to arterial circulation. The transducer translates the volume change into a pulsatile pressure waveform. 2 The main value of pulse volume recording may be that it is not affected by the presence of non-compressible arteries. 28 Our study population was composed of elderly participants with a high prevalence of diabetes. Therefore, pulse volume recordings might have been more reliable for the assessment of PAD in this study. We found that high %MAP was an independent predictor for total mortality after adjusting for ABI value in participants with ABI >0.9.
Mitsutake et al 29 reported that UT was significantly associated with coronary artery calcification score based on CT findings. In our study, a more prolonged UT was shown in the non-survivor group as compared with that in the survivor group, but the difference did not reach statistical significance. In accordance with our results, Nakashima et al 15 reported that UT was not significantly different between participants with arterial occlusion detected using angiography, and the control group. CAD history and age were not independent predictors of total mortality in the Cox regression analyses in our study. The possible cause of this result is that only 16.4% participants with normal ABI had a history of CAD. Consistent with this finding, a previous ABI study reported that CAD contributed a similar HR of 1.11 to the total mortality in Olmsted county patients followed up for a mean of 5.8 years. 30 Furthermore, it has been reported that baPWV might be influenced by age, and this attenuates the association between age and total mortality. 12 31 A similar result was reported in dialysis patients followed up for 43 months, in whom age contributed a relatively low HR to mortality after adjustment for PWV. 32 High baPWV, a pathophysiological indicator of arterial stiffness, is a predictor of all-cause mortality. 12 33 34 A variety of optimal cut-off values have been reported for abnormal baPWV. A baPWV greater than 1400 cm/s was reported to be associated with an increased risk for cardiovascular disease based on Framingham score or in a diabetic population. 35 36 A baPWV greater than 1600 cm/s was associated with cerebral infarction in a cross-sectional study. 19 In the Takashima study, the participants with baPWV greater than 1700 cm/s showed a significant increase in total mortality risk. 37 Munakata 11 suggested baPWV of 1800 cm/s as a cut-off value for a high cardiovascular risk. A recent meta-analysis demonstrated that an increase of 100 cm/s in baPWV was associated with a 6% increase in total mortality. 38 However, caution is needed in the clinical application of baPWV, because baPWV could not predict mortality well in participants with symptomatic PAD or ABI <0.9.
11 39 40 Interestingly, we also found that %MAP was significantly correlated with baPWV in participants with normal ABI, but the correlation was not significant in the participants with low ABI. In addition, the association between baPWV and mortality might be attenuated after adjusting for age. 12 High %MAP provided better mortality prediction than baPWV in the Cox regression model in the Figure 4 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis to determine the area under the curve (AUC) and the cut-off level of mean arterial pressure (%MAP) for predicting all-cause mortality. present study. Thus, patients with high %MAP may have both characteristics of arterial occlusion and arterial stiffness even though their ABI is within the normal range.
The toe-brachial index (TBI) is also an important assessment in participants with unreliable ABI results due to incompressible vessels. 4 However, data on toe pressure were not collected in the present study because this assessment is not routinely performed in our hospital. In our previous study, TBI was positively associated with eGFR in participants with normal ABI. 41 Furthermore, the use of TBI <0.6 as a cut-off to diagnose PAD revealed a high prevalence of PAD and a highmortality rate among participants with high ABI. 7 27 There are several limitations to our study. First, the study was conducted with a small sample size and a limited follow-up duration; therefore, we did not further analyse the causes of mortality. Second, we did not assess the effect of %MAP in participants with ABI ≤0.9, due to the small sample size in this group. Third, although smoking is a predictor of mortality, we did not assess the smoking status, as it was difficult to collect this information in a retrospective cohort study. Fourth, we did not assess the association between arterial occlusion on image studies and high %MAP in this study. Therefore, the mechanism underlying the link between high ankle %MAP and mortality is still unknown. In addition, although a %MAP cut-off value of 45% showed good specificity for predicting mortality, its sensitivity was relatively low. Future studies with larger sample sizes are needed to confirm these findings.
In conclusion, high %MAP on pulse volume recording of the lower limbs was a good predictor of total mortality in participants with 0.9<ABI≤1.3 in this observational study. 
